Ultra Mag NDT Systems

https://www.indiamart.com/ultramagndtsystems/

We are engaged in Manufacturing and Supplying of Portable Demagnetizer etc. These products are known for their features like high performance. We are also service provider of MPI Equipment Services etc.
About Us

Incepted in the year 2015, in Hyderabad (Telangana, India), we “Ultra Mag NDT Systems” engaged in manufacturing and supplying of Portable Demagnetizer, Magnetic Particle Testing Machine, Magnetic Particle Inspection Accessories, Light Meter, UV Absorbing Safety Glasses, Handheld UV Torch, etc. The offered products are manufactured by our experienced professionals using high quality raw material and advanced technology in compliance with set industry norms. These products are highly demanded in the market for their features like perfect finish, durability, high quality, less maintenance, high performance and light weight. In addition to this, we also provide MPI Equipment Services to our clients. Acknowledged for their unique features like timely execution, reliability and cost-effectiveness, these services are highly demanded in the market.

Backed by the support of well-furnished infrastructural unit, we are providing high quality range of products. It is divided into different sub-units like procurement, manufacturing, quality testing, warehousing & packaging, R&D and sales & marketing. These divided units are managed by our experts, who are appointed keeping in mind their experience and knowledge in the domain. Furnished with latest machines and tools, this infrastructure unit helps us in manufacturing these products with quality. The installed machines and...

For more information, please visit
https://www.indiamart.com/ultramagndtsystems/about-us.html
MAGNETIC PARTICLE INSPECTION ACCESSORIES

- Ketos Rings
- Centrifuge Tubes
- Copper Braided Pad
- MPI Test Blocks
OTHER PRODUCTS:

- Aperture Type Demagnetizer
- Conveyor Belt Demagnetizer
- Magnetic Particle Testing Machine
- Contact Steel Clamp
OTHER PRODUCTS:

Digital Black Light Meter

Digital White Light Meter

UV Absorbing Safety Glasses

Handheld UV Torch
OTHER PRODUCTS:

Magnetic Particle Yoke

Electromagnetic Yoke

UV Intensity Meter
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CONTACT US

Ultra Mag NDT Systems
Contact Person: Rama Raju Dandu

House No. 4-83, Madhavi Nagar, Ferozguda, Opposite Bhel R & D, New Bowenpally
Hyderabad - 500011, Telangana, India
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